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( 120033 CAN INC.)

DETTSON electric furnace
Supreme Comfort
A platform which offers a galvanised cabinet and a
PSC motor only
Supreme Advantage
This unit offers a broader output range than the Comfort
platform. Furthermore, the painted cabinet and designer
front doors offer an updated look with the option for a
variable speed motor.
Supreme Modulating
It offers the same capacity kW range as the Advantage platform, and in addition a fully 0 to 100% modulating
operation (not only a staged operation). This full modulation of the elements is combined with a variable speed motor
in order to fully benefit this advanced control for energy efficient operation.
Manufacturer warranty: 5 years on parts

RUUD-RHEEM electric furnace
Model

RH1T/RH2T

The Ruud/Rheem air handlers feature a Constant Torque motor (ECM), versatile 4-way
convertible design for up flow, down flow, horizontal left and horizontal right applications.
Field-installed auxiliary electric heater kits provide exact heat for indoor comfort.
11/2 ton [5.3 kW] through 5 ton [17.6 kW] models.
Manufacturer warranty: 10 years on parts
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KEEPRITE electric furnace
Model

FEM

Comfort is the key when you pair your outdoor unit with a compatible fan
coil and high efficiency is a plus. Our compact multi-speed fan coil
delivers more comfort options while delivering energy-saving airflow. It’s
designed for standard and tight spaces with multi-position installation to
fit your home’s needs.


Multi-speed fan blower that can quietly deliver more even levels
of temperature



Narrow design to fit tight spaces



Corrosion-resistant all-aluminum coil



Fully insulated cabinet



10-year parts limited warranty*
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